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estimate income originating in agriculture, or in fact the value of
agricultural output.
The estimates of agricultural output were based on the data
furnished by the annual series, Estimates of Area and Production of
the Principal Crops, which began to be issued in the closing decades
of the last century. While its territorial coverage was somewhat
limited in the initial years, the basic data on per acre yields, etc.
furnished by it were supplemented by the more comprehensive infor-
mation on acreage sown in nearly the whole of British India and
many of the Indian States given in the Agricultural Statistics of
British India. The estimates of the value of agricultural output pro-
vided nearly two-thirds up to the 1920's and around a half for later
years of what total each estimator put together as the national
income of India (see Table 1).
The problems involved in estimating non-agricultural income were
complex indeed. Some of the estimators (Baring-Barbour and
Curzon) had a neat though not very convincing solution to this.
Since the population engaged in all other non-agricultural occupa-
tions was half of that in agriculture, they simply took all non-
agricultural incomes also to be one-half of their estimates of the
value of agricultural output, thus assuming equal per man producti-
vity in both these sectors.4 Others (Dadabhai Naoroji, W. Digby
and Shah and Khambhata) made some attempt to estimate the
value of the output of large-scale factory industries and of small-
scale cottage industries, but excluded all the services.6 Their
estimates, formulated on the basis of the Physiocratic concept of
material output, find a close conceptual parallel in the estimates
prepared in the Soviet Union, eastern European countries and the
revenue (from land)", he stated, "is assumed to bear a definite ratio to the
assumed (or ascertained) produce of the soil reckoned over a number of
years....It is approximately ascertainable and I have ascertained it as nearly
as may be. Possessing it, to arrive at the money value, I have multiplied
the land revenue, the necessary number of times, and have thus reached
the results I announce.*' op. cit.9 pp. 611-14.
* Shirras, G. Findlay, Science of Public Finance, (3rd ed.s London 1936),
I, 245.
5 Professors K. T. Shah and Khambhata set out at length their reasoning
for the exclusion of services. They stated :
"All services have to be and are rewarded ultimately from the same
dividend (yearly total) of material commodities produced in a nation....When

